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Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 15 minutes per 
response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, 
gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of 
information. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other suggestions for 
reducing this burden to Frank Niepold, NOAA OAR, frank.niepold@noaa.gov

Notwithstanding any other provisions of the law, no person is required to respond to, nor shall 
any person be subjected to a penalty for failure to comply with, a collection of information 
subject to the requirements of the Paperwork Reduction Act, unless that collection of 
information displays a currently valid OMB Control Number.

Use of NCA4

Initial pop-up:
We Welcome Your Feedback
Help us improve your experience by taking our short survey. It should take less than 2 minutes -
we promise!
No Thanks | Give Feedback

*************************************************************************************************************

Institutional Affiliation
Federal | Tribal | State | City | Military | Education | Academia | Corporate | Non-Profit | Media | 
Student | Other (short answer)

Highest Level of Education
Less than High School | High School Diploma | Some College | Associate’s Degree | Bachelor’s 
Degree | Graduate/Professional Degree

Area of Expertise [select all that apply]
Adaptation | Agriculture | Biodiversity | Climate Science (General) | Communication | Education |
Energy | Finance / Economic Risk | Health | International Development & Relations | Water / 
Marine | Public Policy | Resource Management | Social Sciences | Transportation | Urban 
Planning | N/A | Other (short answer)

*************************************************************************************************************

Are you are a regular user of USGCRP assessments or other related products?
Yes | No

If yes

How have you used USGCRP assessments or other related products in the past?



Research | Planning / Decision Making | Education / Awareness | Personal | Other (short 
answer)

[optional - short answer] Please provide specifics on how you used USGCRP 
assessments or other related products in the past.

If no

How did you find this product?
Press Coverage | Discussion at work | Outreach from NCA Author | Communication from 
Federal Partner | Classroom | Search Engine  | Other (short answer) 

[optional - short answer] Please provide specifics on how you found out about this 
website.

How do you intend to use this product? [select all that apply]
Research | Planning / Decision Making | Education / Awareness | Personal | Other (short 
answer)

[optional - short answer] Please provide specifics on how you intend to use this product.

Which perspectives are most relevant to your needs? [select all that apply]
Topical (Sectoral) | Regional | National | Historical | Future

[optional - short answer] Were there specific chapter(s) that were most useful? If so, 
what made it (them) valuable to you?

Which types of information do you find most useful? [select all that apply]
Overview & Executive Summaries | Key Messages | Detailed Chapter Content | Figures & 
Tables | Traceable Accounts | Appendices (including FAQs) 

*************************************************************************************************************

Standard customer service questions (for second group of respondents only, will not be 
included in version for authors)

How would you rate your overall experience using the website?
[Scale of 1-5] (1 = Poor → 5 = Excellent)

How understandable did you find the content?
[Scale of 1-5] (1 = Not at all → 5 = Extremely clear)

Were you able to find what you were looking for?
[Yes/No]

[optional - short answer] If no, why not?

How likely are you to use this website in the future?
[Scale of 1-5] (1 = Unlikely → 5 = Certain)



How likely are to recommend this website to a friend or colleague?
[Scale of 1-5] (1 = Unlikely → 5 = Certain)

[optional - short answer] Do you have suggestions for improving the content or 
presentation of this material in the future?
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